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The New River Gorge Bridge

 Owned by WVDOT
 Constructed June 1974 – October 1977
 Main Span Length:  1,700 ft
 Overall Length:  3,031 ft
 Height above the New River:  876 ft
 Longest Steel Arch Bridge in the Western Hemisphere
 Added to the National Register for Historic Structures 

in 2013



How high is the bridge?



How high is the bridge?



Inspection:
 Burgess & Niple has been inspecting the 

bridge since 2008.
 The inspection team uses a combination of 

climbing and access equipment.



Load Rating Scope:
 Load rate all primary bridge 

members
 Load rate all primary member 

connections, including gusset 
plates and splices

 Include wind and temperature 
effects in the rating

 Perform the rating for HS20 design 
load, 5 West Virginia legal loads, and 
4 Coal Resource Transportation 
System (CRTS) trucks

 Include all member losses and 
deficiencies recorded during 
inspections in the rating 
calculations

⇒ 4500+ members
⇒ 871 gusset plates
⇒ 1034 non-gusset connections



Load Rating Challenges:
 Modeling – How many and what 

type of analysis models are 
needed?

 Data management – How do we 
collect and use data consistently 
and efficiently?

 Capacity and rating – How do we 
use collected data (section 
properties, connection geometry, 
losses) to calculate capacity and 
ratings for 4500 members and 
1900 connections?



Modelling:  Midas Civil
- Main model for the bridge was created using Midas Civil
- This model would be used to calculate dead load, live load and 

temperature forces for all members except the stringers
- A second version of the main model will be created to calculate wind 

forces using geometrically nonlinear analysis
- Stringers will be handled separately using a calculated distribution 

factor for live load



Configuration of the structure:
- 3 Units, with expansion joints at bent 5 and bent 19
- Longitudinally fixed at the abutments
- Unit 1 and 3 bents fixed at the base
- Unit 2 bents treated as pin-pin

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3



Model Configuration – Arch Truss

Chord 
Members

Diagonals

Sway Bracing at 
Bent Connections

Top & Bottom 
Lateral Bracing

Posts



Model Configuration – Deck Truss

Chord 
Members

Diagonals

Floorbeam
Trusses

Lateral 
Bracing

Posts



Model Configuration – Bents

Approach 
Bents

Spandrel 
Bents



Typical bearing condition at top of bent



Typical Bent Bearings:
- Bent bearings were modeled using elastic links.  Links were released 

for rotation at the top node.

Elastic Link



Approach 
(Unit 1 or 3)

Main Span 
(Unit 2)

Bearing Configuration at Bent 5 and Bent 19



Bents 5 & 19 (Expansion bearing locations):
- A series of 4 links is used to connect the truss bearings to the bent cap.

4 Elastic Links

Released for 
Rotation and 
Translation

Released for 
Rotation only



Stringer to Floorbeam Connections:
- Elastic Links released for rotation at the top node.  Member ends are 

released for translation at deck joint locations.

Elastic Link



Deck Crossbeams:
- Transverse beam elements representing the deck were 

provided between the stringers to carry live loads.

Crossbeam

Stringer 
Lines



Live Load Cases:
- 24 Lane Locations
- 55 Moving Load Cases



Nonlinear Wind Analysis:
 A second version of the main model was created with wind and dead 

load forces only.
 Geometric nonlinear analysis was conducted for 12 wind combinations 

+ dead load.



Data Management:
Database

(Excel Spreadsheet)
Node Coordinates Dead Loads
Member Data Live Load Cases
Section Properties Section Loss

Model
(Midas Civil)

Member Capacity 
Calculations

Output Data 
(Export to Excel)

Rating Factor 
Calculation

Write Midas .mct input 
file using VBA macro



Data Collection:
- Record member data from plans and shop drawings in Excel Database



Data Collection:
- Member section loss data was collected from bridge inspection 

reports.
- Location and depth of loss area were recorded to allow data to be 

used to recalculate section properties.



Member Capacity:
- Capacity computations are conducted using an excel 

spreadsheets that imports member data and loss data from the 
database.

- Detailed calculations can be printed for any rated member as 
needed.



Member Capacity -
Buckling Analysis Model:
 The legs of the bents have a 

tapered cross section
 Calculation of elastic flexural 

buckling strength for tapered 
columns is complex

 The linear buckling analysis 
feature in Midas Civil was used 
to determine the buckling 
strength

Tapered 
Bent 
Legs



Buckling Analysis Model:
 A separate model was created for 

each bent column
 Lateral supports were added at 

bracing locations
 A unit load was placed at the top of 

the column
 Eigenvalues are equal to the column 

buckling load
 X-Axis and Y-Axis buckling were 

isolated



Gusset Plate Rating:
- A total of 871 gusset plates 

were rated.
- Many of the connections are 

very large and very complex.
- A standardized data collection 

and rating system was used 
for efficiency and consistency.



Gusset Plate Geometry Data Collection:
- Shop drawings were imported into cadd and scaled.
- Critical dimensions (Whitmore section, block shear, global shear 

planes) were added and measured within the drawing.

Whitmore 
Section Block 

Shear

Global 
Shear



Gusset Plate Rating:
Field data collection was used where plan data was incomplete.



Gusset Plate Rating:
- Using envelope forces to rate gusset plates can produce overly 

conservative ratings.
- Concurrent live load and wind load forces are needed to produce an 

accurate rating.

Shear 
Plane



Gusset Plate Rating:
- Midas can isolate the controlling load case 

for any member using the “moving load 
tracer”



Gusset Plate Rating:
- Midas can do a batch run of controlling live 

load cases for the members of interest.
- The results are written to a .mct file that can 

be run using the MCT command shell.
- Running the .mct file writes each controlling 

live load case as a static load case in the file.
- Force results for critical load case are 

exported to a database used for the gusset 
rating computations.



Gusset Plate Rating:
- Rating calculations are carried out using a spreadsheet that checks 

up to 12 live load and 12 wind load combinations.
- Minimum and maximum axial load is checked for each member, along 

with concurrent loads for all connecting members.



Rating Results:
- Results for the existing condition of the bridge show 8 deck truss 

diagonals need strengthened.
- All rated members have HS20 operating ratings > 1.0 
- All gusset plates and connections have HS20 inventory and operating 

ratings > 1.0

Location of diagonals 
to be strengthened



Bridge Rehabilitation:
Rehabilitation plans are currently in development.  

Items addressed (partial list):
- Repair welds in catwalk access ladders
- Clean and paint selected areas of the bents, arch, and deck truss
- Replace missing & deteriorated bolts
- Add drip bars near openings with water infiltration
- Replace stringer relief joints
- Patch and coat barriers
 Strengthen deck truss diagonals
 Retrofit and reset bearings at Bents 19 and 5



Member Strengthening:
- Weak axis bending strength will be increased by addition of bolted 

angles.



Centerline 
Roller

Centerline 
Baseplate

Centerline 
Sole Plate

Bearing Repositioning:
- The roller bearings at bents 5 

and 19 have excessive tilt.
- Upper and lower bearing 

plates are misaligned at base 
temperature positions.

- Roller has slipped so that it 
would not be plumb if the 
upper and lower plate were 
aligned.

- Retainer plates should 
prevent slippage, but they are 
not functioning properly.



Bearing Repositioning:
- Geared retainer plates are 

intended to keep bearing 
from slipping relative to the 
baseplate and sole plate.

- Retainer plates are connected 
to the roller only at the center 
of the roller.

- This connection allows the 
plates to rotate relative to the 
roller, making the retainer 
plates ineffective.

Retainer Plate 
Connection



Bearing Repositioning:
- Vertical jacking would be very difficult due to height of the bent and the 

steel pier cap.
- The bearings will be repositioned without removing the structure dead 

load by horizontally jacking the baseplate and roller.

D
L 

= 
38

0 
k



Bent
Cap 

(Bent 5 or 
Bent 19)

Fixed 
Bearing

Main Span

Roller 
Bearing

Approach Spans

Schematic layout of Bent 5 / Bent 19 bearings:



Step 1:  Install Jacking Assembly & Threadbars

Jacking 
Assembly

2-1¾” Dia. 
Threadbars

Bumper
Pushing 
Beam



Step 2:  Temporarily remove retainer plates from roller bearing

Remove retainer 
plates to allow 
free rotation of 

roller



PULL!

Step 3:  Jack threadbars, pull bearing base plate to final position

Jack threadbars
until bearing 

baseplate hits 
the bumper



Step 4:  Remove jacking assembly

Roller is 
still tilted



Step 5:  Install roller jacking assembly and threadbars

Roller 
Jacking 

Assembly

2-1¾” Dia. 
Threadbars

Bumper
Pushing 
Beam



PULL!

Step 6:  Jack threadbars and pull roller base to final position

Jack threadbars
until bearing 

baseplate hits 
the bumper



Step 7:  Remove roller jacking assembly

Still tilted



Step 8:  Re-install roller jacking assembly



PULL!

Step 9:  Jack threadbars, pull top of rocker to final position

Roller 
Jacking 

Assembly

2-1¾” Dia. 
Threadbars

Bumper

Pushing 
Beam



Step 10:  Remove roller jacking assembly

Now roller 
is plumb



Step 11:  Reinstall retainer plates

If roller is 
positioned 

properly, retainer 
plate alignment 
should match 

roller



Step 12:  Install retaining bars to lock retainer plates and roller together

1” x 3” bars 
connected to 

tabs welded to 
retainer plates
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